Why Choose
Yo!Coach?
Feature-rich, Scalable
& Trusted Around the Globe

Online Tutoring and Consultation Software
(A Product of FATbit Technologies)

Yo!Coach, a product of FATbit Technologies Is a
versatile solution to build online tutoring and
consultation marketplaces like Verbling, Preply,
and Cambly. It is a readymade software with
handpicked features to meet the diverse needs
of eLearning businesses. The framework of
Yo!Coach is fully customizable making it
compatible with many other niches around
online tutoring and consultation.

A Product of FATbit Technologies (Featured in)

Advantageous Solution to Start an eLearning and
Consultation Marketplace

Yo!Coach is a
ready-made software
to create a tutoring
and consultation
platform based on
video conferencing
functionality.
Request a Demo

Fully
Customizable

100%
White Label

Lifetime
Ownership

Secure &
GDPR Compliant

Trusted by Startups and Enterprises
Across the Globe

+

200
Projects

+

40

Countries

+

15

Niches Catered

Ready to Launch your Online Tutoring or Consultation Marketplace? Get in Touch

Business Models that can be Served With
Yo!Coach
One-on-One Sessions

One Time Group Class

Regular Checkout: During
checkout, the learners can
choose the count of sessions
along with their timings from
the availability calendar of the
tutor.

Tutors can create group classes
from their dashboard as per
their preferred time and
availability.

Recurring Method/Lesson
Subscription: Learners will get
an option to subscribe to a
teacher's lessons for a month
post which the lesson
subscription will continue to be
charged from the learner's
wallet.

Group Class Packages
(Multi Sessions)
Teachers can create a series of
group classes in case the
subject requires multiple
sessions. These classes will list
as a package and will be
available to learners for
enrollment.

Contact us

Niches Compatible With Yo!Coach
Online
Tutoring

Language
Learning

Business
Consultation

Academic
Education

Music
Learning

Fitness
Coaching

Art
Training

Code
Training

Sports
Coaching

Astrology
Consultation

Interior
Designing

Acting
Training

Dance
Learning

Medical
Consultation

Legal
Consultation

Culinary
Consultation

Personality
Development

Enterprise Skill
Development

Yo!Coach with its customizable and
scalable architecture is perfectly
placed to cater to the growing
demand for online platforms in these
markets.

Revenue Generation
Streams

Earn Commission
Per Booking
Set up & earn
commissions from
sessions or lessons by
tutors

Create a Subscription
Model
Monthly subscription
plans for learners to
subscribe sessions of a
tutor.

Want to know how Yo!Coach can help to grow your business? Get in Touch

Interactive Features to Enhance Online
Learning and Consultation Experience
Audio/Video Chat
Engage the learners and tutors through impactful, virtual
classroom-like experiences where they can communicate,
interact, collaborate, and share ideas.
Virtual Whiteboard
Comprising a range of interactive tools such as a highlighter,
pen, text, shapes, a whiteboard enables real-time effective
collaboration between the tutors and learners.
Textpad
Enabled with rich text formatting features, an online
textpad is the easiest and effective tool to make notes for
future references during a live tutoring/consulting session.
Request a Demo

Interactive Features to Enhance Online
Learning and Consultation Experience
Screen Sharing
Allowing users to share their screens with each other during
a live session, this feature aids comprehension in
conversations that require visual explanation.
Screen Recording
Facilitating the learners to learn at their own pace, this
feature enables them to record and archive the live sessions
to rewatch them in the future.
Auto Translation In Real-Time Chat
Allowing users to view the content in their browser's native
language, this feature promotes effective communication
and enhanced user experience.
Request a Demo

Pre-integrated With Several Third-party APIs to Open and
Expand the Abilities of your Business

Interaction Tools

More Integrations

(For Live Sessions)

Request a Demo

“Every solution was taking too much time
with nothing less than 6 - 8 months, and it
was time we did not have. That's when we
found FATbit's Yo!Coach. We explored our
vision around what Yo!Coach had to offer,
and to our surprise, it ﬁt exactly what we
had in mind, and we had a live demo of
Yo!Coach.”
Chin Wei Seong,
WTutors.com

“At FATbit I have found professionalism
and a friendly, responsive ,approach, that
helping me solve all the queries I had
regarding my project”
Mario Innaro,
Language Explorer

Our Impact - Client
Testimonials

“We are a brick and mortar physical location
language school franchise. Once the
COVID-19 shut down happened we needed
to move online. Yo!Coach provides a very
modern platform for us to execute not only
language learning but all types of learning.”
Rey D Angelo,
PortalTeach.com
“Excellent Product for Startups and Good
Customer Support. The product is good for
getting started and has a fairly rich set of
features. A well-featured startup product
that has most of the functionality to get
going immediately. Fairly deep and broad
functionality and well thought out.
Deployment was easy and has been very
stable. Overall, a good product and great
customer support.”
Srikanth Mandava,
Ace My App

Our Impact - Client
Testimonials

Key Yo!Coach
Features
Equipped with all the
features and functionality,
Yo!Coach caters to all your
business needs. The
impeccable capabilities of
the solution enable the
business owners to take the
next big step in the
language journey and
maximize the ROI of their
business.

Contact us

Progressive
Web App

Multiple Payment
Methods

Multilingual/
Multi Currency

Reviews/
Ratings

Gift Cards/
Coupons

SEO
Friendly

Lesson
Subscription

Inline
Scheduling

Group Class
Packages

User
Management

Commission
Management

CMS
Management

Order
Management

General
Settings

Bank Transfer
Payments

Blog
Management

Google Analytics
Tracking

Robust
Reports

Theme
Management

LIve Chat
Integration

Aesthetically
Designed
Design is the ﬁrst point of user interaction, so we
have given rich look and feel to the front end of
our elearning and online consultation software.
The aesthetically designed user dashboards
enable you & your portal users to make
data-backed decisions. Request a Demo

Trusted by Businesses
Worldwide

Strategic
Partnerships
Yo!Coach has partnered with
LessonSpace and AtomChat
to engage the learners and
tutors through impactful,
virtual classroom-like
experiences where they can
communicate, interact,
collaborate, and share ideas.

Yo!Coach Support

Documentation

We care about your Yo!Coach
experience. That’s why it’s so
important to us to provide
the best support to address
any emerging issues and
questions. We offer robust
technical support to
empower your business to
succeed & make sure you
drive maximum value.

All the documentation is
placed at one place to help
You setup and run your
online tutoring &
consultation business
successfully.
-

“Excellent Product for Startups and Good Customer
Support”
“Amazing support!”
“My overall experience with Yo!coach was Great. The
customer support is excellent”
Reviews on capterra.com

Feature Lists
System Manuals
Setup Guide

Free Installation
All Yo!Coach self-hosted
solution packages come with
free installation services for
your choice of domain &
server.

Product Demo to Help you
Take an Informed Decision

Open Niche Speciﬁc Demo Links
Language Learning
Front End
Tutor/Consultant

Learner
Admin

Personalized Demo

Online Tutoring
Front End
Tutor/Consultant

Learner
Admin

Business Consultation

HealthCare

Front End

Learner

Front End

Learner

Consultant

Admin

Consultant

Admin

Live one-on-one demo
can be scheduled with
an Yo!Coach expert. The
expert will walk you
through all the features
and functionality of the
system.
Schedule a Demo

WTutors
WTutors engaged FATbit as a technology partner to
develop an online tutoring marketplace to widen the
educational and skill improvement opportunities at an
affordable cost. The Hong Kong-based company
envisioned breaking the geographical barriers and
reach a wider audience that would bring global
educational diversity.
Powered by Yo!Coach

-

Automatic detection of Daylight Savings Time (DST)
Time zone speciﬁc notiﬁcations across the system for various
use cases to eliminate the communication barrier.
Request based unlocking of the special/discounted prices by
the teacher
Provision for conﬁguring simultaneous slots for sessions by a
teacher along with an option of including a break of
conﬁgurable duration between two consecutive sessions
Automated masking of phone numbers and emails in the
system-level communication

Case Study
Time to MVP

3 Months

Teachers 600+
Onboarded

20,000+Students Onboarded

VIDEO CHAT

SESSION NOTES

MULTI-CURRENCY

ELECTRONIC
PAPERWORK

E-SIGN
SINGLE/GROUP
SESSIONS

“Within a short period, Nexia Wellness has gathered
several visitors. A sizable number of health providers
have registered. Even the clients are seeking
consultation as per their preference. The latest
telehealth technology has been used to build Nexia
Wellness. It incorporates tools like online booking,
secure payment processing, electronic paperwork, a
secure client engagement portal, intake forms, and
much more.”

Powered by Yo!Coach

An online community of health and wellness
experts, which connect individuals seeking
good and reliable health care providers.

GDPR COMPLIANCE

Case Study

Yo!Coach Reviews on Capterra.com

Yo!Coach Reviews on Capterra.com

Yo!Coach Reviews on Capterra.com

More Reviews

White Label
Reseller
Partnership
Opportunity

Become a white label partner with Yo!Coach (A product of FATbit
Technologies) and resell our solution under your brand name. Our
white label program enables you to focus on selling the eCommerce
solution and controlling the proﬁts while we stay anonymous.
Yo!Coach team will be your outsourcing and ﬁnal deployment
partner.

Expand Business
Reach

Rebrand and
Resell

Additional
Revenue Stream

Become a white-label partner of Yo!Coach - Let’s Connect

Start your online
tutoring and
consultation business
with Yo!Coach
Contact Us

Site: www.yo-coach.com
Phone: +1 469 844 3346

